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Maze Of Gaea（Real Maze VR Simulation） Product Key Full Free Download For Windows

Gaea features7 labyrinths, 11 maze, 30 mazes, 50 minigames. ☆ Gaea map on the world map: Tap the surface of the world map to enter the game. ☆ Gaea is accessible in VR: When you move your head, Gaea appears in different places. You can enter it from the mazes. ☆ Gaea simulates a 3D place:
After entering Gaea, you will see a maze with elements and light. The pan handle can lift and tilt, giving you a feeling of being in an actual place. The trigger key can also be used to put on other functions. ☆ Unique memory function: When you are stuck in the maze, do not panic. Use the unique
memory function and you can quickly find the way out. ☆ Increase the success rate: Now you can learn the secrets of Gaea in this maze game. ☆ High-end graphics: A3D background, effects, and fantastic graphics make the game stunning and greatly immersive. ☆ Touch controls: This game has
various ways to control your device. You can use the Gaea pan and the touch interface for ease of operation. ☆ Complexity: Gradually increase the difficulty and challenge your memory limits. Each maze has various items such as bridges, towers, etc. ★ Game Parameters:- 8 levels of difficulty (easy,
normal, hardcore, master) - 11 maze rooms (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) - 30 minigames in each maze (Treasure Hunter, Shape, Back, Escape, Block Breaker, New Block, Excavation, Search, etc.) - 11 realistic locations (floor 1 - 6) - 30 BGM effects (Desert, Forest, Mountain, Winter, Night, Rain, Sea,
Sea Cave, Circus, Theatre, etc.) - Speech recognition function (for English and Chinese) - Gaea can be used for transportation (by pan handle) - Customizable weather (cloud, fog, thunder, snow, rain, night, sunset, etc.) - All mazes are 3D 360-degree VR environments. They are not limited to the 360
view. You can choose whether to view in the front or the back, the right or the left, the diagonal, the 360 or the side view. ● 5.
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System Requirements:

Windows 10 and up DirectX 11 Any GPU that supports GLSL 1.30. Recommendation: Ultra settings with DOF effects enabled. Fixed Primitives is recommended. Minimum requirements: Windows 10 It is very difficult for us to predict the performance of DX12 games on the DX11 platform at the moment.
And this is because our DX12-compatible benchmark tools aren't there yet. Because of that, it is difficult to say that DX12 games will be fully playable and
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